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When testing mobile apps in the

TestFairy solves this problem by

memory, GPS, logs, and crash

crowd, in house or with paid testers,

providing a video that shows
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mobile device, including detailed
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The TestFairy platform provides you

invitation, or get even more testers by

with a full video of the app’s usage,

using our auto-generated landing pages!

along with monitoring app behavior
such as memory, cpu, wiﬁ and phone

Testers can browse different apps,

reception.

versions, release notes and report bugs
straight from our Testers App (optional).
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use your apps and understand what
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happened before a crash or before an

write your own plugin with our open API.

issue has been reported.

Crash Reports
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TestFairy catches any crash and posts it

TestFairy makes bug reporting easy.

directly to your bug system together with a

Testers can submit bug reports from

video that shows exactly what happened

within the app by shaking their phone, by

right before the crash.

logging into their my.testfairy.com or by

By answering all questions in advance and

using the TestFairy native Testers App.

by providing videos and logs, TestFairy helps

Feedbacks are sent to you by mail,

developers save time and ﬁx bugs faster.

posted directly to a bug system of your
choice or pushed via webhooks!

TestFairy is here to help you you ﬁx bugs faster.
By providing developers with better
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right place, TestFairy helps companies bring
better products to the market, faster than ever.
Try it, you will never look back.
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